Proxima™ is a sophisticated data and image management system that implements powerful, streamlined tissue biomarker analysis workflows locally. It enables your lab to transition to fully cloud-based workflows when ready.
Spatial Biology Analysis Anywhere, Anytime

Leverage Proxima to Painlessly Connect All Collaborators

Data Sources

Scanner
Proxima Sync enables automated image transfer from source to Proxima

Proxima Repository

Onsite Researchers
Access to data for viewing and desktop analysis

Onsite & Offsite Research Collaborators
Access to research and analysis, anytime, anywhere, any application

Proxima Cloud

In-Flight Encryption
Secure Communication

Archive

Proxima Cloud

Quality Control
Ability to assess scan and tissue stain quality

Annotate
Select regions of interest, custom tagging

Analyze
Trainable algorithms and fast whole slide analysis of unmixed imagery

Report
Sharable study results

Spatial Biology Analysis Anywhere, Anytime

Proxima
THE SPATIAL BIOLOGY PLATFORM™
Rapid Tissue Analysis

Cloud-Based Collaboration Tools

Unlimited, Secure Cloud Storage

Archive and Restore
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